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3 people killed. 14 injured

Explosives shake U.S. Embassy in Kuwait
KUWAIT (AP) - A dump truck
packed with explosives crashed
through the U.S. Embassy gates yesterday and blew up, killing three
people and injuring 14, officials said.
Five other explosions in the city killed
one person and injured about 40 others.
The blast collapsed a three-story
annex of the U.S. Embassy, shook
buildings hundreds of yards away and
hurled chunks of concrete into nearby
buildings. The truck blew up before it
reached the f our-«tory main embassy

employed by the U.S. Embassy and a
technician at the airport.
A SEVENTH car bomb was defused
near the Kuwaiti Passport and Immigration Office in the Remaithiya disWitnesses and hospital sources said trict of the city.
A shadowy group calling itself "Isone of two men in the cab of the sixwheeled truck was killed, but his lamic Holy War" claimed responsibilpartner was hurled into the air by the ity in a telephone call in Beirut for the
blast and survived. He was bomb blitz in this small Persian Gulf
unconscious and in serious condition country. The obscure group has said it
at a hospital hours after the attack, was responsible for other recent suicide bombings of American, French
sources said.
Police sources said others killed and Israeli targets in Lebanon.
The Kuwaiti government asked the
included two Arab security guards

building, but initial reports spoke of
severe damage in the American compound. U.S. officials said no Americans were killed.

public for calm. Police sealed off the
blast areas and stepped up security at
foreign offices.
U.S. Embassy spokesman David
Good said the truck bomb detonated
in a parking lot just inside the American compound after crashing through
the main gate. Witnesses said the
administration building housing the
consulate collapsed.
Kuwait's news agency said 54 people were injured by the explosions and
said several arrests had been made.
The state news agency quoted security sources as saying the other five

bombs were detonated by remote
control in parked vehicles rigged with
explosives and gas cylinders. The
airport blast did not disrupt service,
and there was only minimal damage
at the industrial complex.
NORMALLY, the VS. Embassy
has a strong security force, including
armored cars. CBS News reported
Aug. 25 that U.S. intelligence had
thwarted a plot to bomb the embassy
and that security was beefed up.
The other explosions were at the
French Embassy; in a car in a parking lot near the Kuwaiti International

Airport control tower; in a residential
district where U.S. technicians and
diplomats live at Al-Badah, nine
miles north of the city; at the AlShoaibab industrial complex 30 miles
south of Kuwait; and at an electric
power station.
The Kuwait News Agency said 54
were injured in all the explosions and
also said several arrests had been
made.
The U.S. Charge d'Affaires Phillip
Griffin was not at the chancellery.
The United States has no ambassador
in Kuwait now.

Wood County Jail
needs renovation
by Rita Ferenec
assistant copy editor

When the Wood County Jail was
built in 1901 it was structured to hold
about 52 inmates. Since that time the
jail has received electricity, exhaust
tans and individual doors to divide the
cells, according to chief jailer Sgt.
Mick Shetzer.
Today the jail still holds 52 inmates,
but more adequate facilities are
needed for these 46 men and six
women, according to Shetzer.
"Because of structural limitations
prisoners are not provided any outside recreation, plus there is not
enough footage per inmate," Shetzer
said.
Inside the jail males and females
spend each day the same way: breakfast at 7:30, clean up and inspection of
their one or two-person cell, followed
by "free time" to watch televison or
read a magazine for the remainder of
the day.

next, he said. But that is all the
contact they will have during thenstay, Shetzer added.
"We do need a new jail to alleviate
some of these problems." he said.
"The jail itself is structurally sound
and there have been improvements
made on it. but there are also other
limitations, such as space."
Shetzer explained that except for
certain occasions when a person is
brought in and causes a disturbance,
inmate problems are minimal for the
space that is available.
"KEEPING problems to a minimum depends a lot on the staff. I have
a good staff here at the jail and they
help to keep problems under control,
he said. "A tot also depends on bow
Sou treat people. We don't cater to
lem (inmates), but they are human
beings and we treat them as such."

Shetzer said any plans for renovation of the jail is out of the question at
this time. There are serious plans to
"WITH THE way the jail is built build a new jail, be said, but right now
and its surroundings there is no way they are in the early stages.
we can allow prisoners to be outside
The county commissioners have
for recreation, he said.
submitted an application for funding
Shetzer also said sight and sound for the Jail from a $50 million state
restrictions between male and female Knt. But, Shetzer said, the county
to wait for an acceptance for the
inmates is not as restricted as it
money,plus the money will be divided
should be.
among Ohio's 88 counties according to
"Once a male or female prisoner need.
enters the jail they will no longer have
"I am sure there are jails in Ohio in
contact with inmates of the opposite
sex until they leave," Shetzer said. better shape than ours, but I am also
Because of the structure of the jail, sure there are jails in worse shape
with men on the first two floors and too," be said. "I can't see a new jail
women on the third floor, the inmates for us any earlier than five or six
are able to shout from one floor to the years."

In the limelight. . .
Preparation continues for
annual 'Freshman Follies'
(above) The cast of the 'Freshman Follies,' a showcase of freshman
talent sponsored by the theater department, sings and dances its way through
the opening number of this year's performance during a rehersal last night
in the Joe E. Brown Theater, (right) Cynthia Clark sings a solo accompanied
by guitarist Paul Blubaugh. The program will be presented tomorrow through
Saturday in the theater. Admission Is $ 1.50 at the door. The show is directed
by Steve Hinger and Pat McCarty, and choreographed by Peggy Moog.

Court upholds AT&T break-up
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court, brushing aside predictions of unfairly inflated telephone
bills, yesterday upheld a provision of
the AT&T breakup that some states
believe may produce billions of dollars in higher customer costs starting
Jan. 1.
Rejecting appeals by California and
New York officials, the court ruled
unanimously that the the corporate
breakup of American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. will not illegally burden new regional phone companies
with huge costs.
AT&T said that without the ruling,
the entire reorganization plan under a
government antitrust agreement
might have come undone.
In another highly publicized matter, the court refused to order a lifeoperation for Baby Jane
e, the New York infant with severe

birth defects whose parents have decided against surgery.
The justices, without comment, let
stand decisions upholding the parents' wishes. Baby Jane Doe, whose
real name has not been made public,
was born Oct. 11 win severe handicaps that doctors say make it unlikely she will live beyond age two
without corrective surgery.

But the latest challenges by New
York and California attacked a provision assigning various phone service
hook-up costs to the new regional
companies rather than the parent
company, AT&T.

costs should be left with AT&T. The
transfer in costs was approved by a
federal judge in Washington in 1962 as
a relatively small part of the overall
decision that endorsed the AT&T divestiture and allowed the corporation
to enter new and growing areas of
communications technology.
hi other actions yesterday, the justices:

In the AT&T case, state public
utility officials said the breakup may
mean that substantial additional costs
- perhaps more than $5 billion nationwide - will be passed on unfairly to
consumers.

Oklahoma officials, who lent their
support to the two states' appeals,
saw the ruling means "every telephone ratepayer in America will be
required to pay their local Bell companies for the accrued cost of installing equipment that AT&T now
owns."

• Again rejected an attempt by the
Masbpee Indians to regain ownership
of the town of Masbpee, Mass. The
tribe says the land, now home to a
Cape Cod resort town, was taken from
them illegally.

Hie Supreme Court ruled last February that the court-approved reorganization, arranged by the Justice
Department and AT&T, did not infringe unlawfully on state regulatory
powers. That decision appeared to
clear away any legal obstacles to the
breakup in which AT&T is divesting

A considerable portion of the hookup costs is treated as a capital improvement rather than an operating
expense, so as to spread out the coats
over a number of years and thus bill
the phone user a smaller amount per
month. The states said those accrued

• Blocked a trial in the United
States of negligence claims arising
from the 1981 explosion of a jetliner
over Taiwan that killed all 110 people
aboard. The court left intact a niling
that the lawsuits should be tried in
Taiwanese courts.

the bottom line
Grand jury
checks into
striker's death

itself of 22 state and regional phone
companies.

ZANESVILLE, Ohio (AP) - A Muskingum County grand jury convened
yesterday and was expected to hear
evidence In the death of a striking
Greyhound bus driver who was run
over last week by a bus being used to
train replacement drivers.
As the grand jury began its secret
proceedings, police told anoyone who
didn't have official business to stay
out of the county courthouse on orders
of Common Pleas Judge Richard Hixson.

The grand jury was scheduled to
hear from some 30 witnesses as it
tried to determine whether any
charges should be filed in the death of
Raymond Phillips, 42, of WUloughby.
Phillips was killed Dec. 5 as he and
othersfriking Greyhound employees
protested the training of replacement
drivers in Zanesvule.
A spokesman for Muskingum
County Prosecutor Allen Wolfe said
testimony may last longer than one
day.
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University chosen as site
for FA A testing center
by Deborah Schmook
assistant copy editor

One step toward becoming a pilot,
air traffic controller or aviation mechanic will be easier for students next
semester when the University will
become a test center for people who
wish to take written exams of the
Federal Aviation Administration. .
Director of Aerospace Technology
Henry Lehrer said written exams wul
be given for aircraft dispatchers,
private and commercial pilots, flight
engineers, flight instructors, flight
navigators, parachute riggers,
ground instructors and others.
Bringing the test center to Bowling
Green means "increased visibility"
for the aerotechnology program and
the University, Lehrer said, adding
that it won't cost the University because the center will be run on the
fees charged for taking the tests.
He said he hopes more local people
continue to become interested in avi-
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• The experts predct the unpredictable
- the weather Page 4.
• David Jenldns' basket with eight seconds left to play, capped a Falcon
comeback as Bowtrtg Green defeated
Akron. °l-90 last Saturday night Page
6

ation since the test center will be
nearby. (The University's Flight
School started in February 1983.)
Students will be charged $25 to take
the tests, which will be given six days
a week excluding Sundays by uppoeat
ment and with 48 hours notice, Lehrer
said. The exams range from four to
six hours long depending on the type
of exam, he added.
ACCORDING TO a test preparation
booklet, applicants must score 70 percent to pass the exams to receive a
rating that lasts two years.
Answer sheets are sent to an FAX
facility in Oklahoma City for ratings.
The results are sent about a mi
later to the person who took the I
Lehrer said.
In the past, University «*"■'—*■
wishing to take the aviation exams
have had to travel to other Genera)
Aviation District Offices such M
Cleveland, Kent State or Ohio Stale,
Lehrersaid

-

See TOT pages

weather

Cloudy today with a high around 40
Conlinuod cloudy and cooler tonight
Low in the low 30s
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editorial
Child's appeal sold
to win his adoption
It read like an advertisement for a car in need of an owner,
but it was actually an article about a child in need of a
parent(s).
The article was titled "Kindergartner needs father figure"
and it appeared in Sunday's edition of The (Cleveland) Plain
Dealer.
Published next to a picture of "enthusiastic" Bradley, a
story implies all the reasons any person would want to adopt
the little boy - "be bubbles with enthusiasm about school"
and is "a healthy, active mischievous, lovable, strong boy."
The article also lists his interests as if be has lots of those
qualities any parent would want in his/her child.
But there's a catch; Bradley is handicapped and this has
made his appeal as a human being a little more difficult to
sell to a potential adoptive family. And if a handicapped child
is not what an adoptive parent has in mind, then there are
also older or racial minority children also in need of parents.
Bradley might as well have a "Kid for sale" sign in his
hand and be propped in the window by that doggie with the
wagging tail. After all, he's cute and adorable.
Perhaps childrens' agencies find it necessary to advertise
the unwanted they bouse in a story like this. Maybe most
adoptive parents just aren't looking for a child with a
handicap and the agencies are lost as to how to pursue them
otherwise. Even so, it seems rather tasteless, if not animallike, to list qualifications and credentials of a person's worth
to have a family and then throw in a picture and publish it all
in the paper.
While not breeding contempt toward the readers of The
(Cleveland) Plain Dealer, what people search the pages of a
paper for that perfect child to adopt? We are sure Bradley
appealed to the emotions of somebody, if not lots of somebodies, but should children be given homes just because he/she
appealed to someone's emotions like the advertisements that
strew the rest of the page? We think not.
A child in need of a parent(s), whether he/she is physically, emotionally or mentally appealing or not, should be
treated as a human being and not like an animal or a car or
whatever else advertisements sell. At the same time, we
believe adoptive parents should seek a child who would fit
into their homes best but with the sizing up done in person
and not on paper.
Otherwise, we think The (Cleveland) Plain Dealer might
as well change the kicker above such stories' pictures from
"A Child Waits" to "Human Potential For Sale."

People wasting words
by Mark Dl Vlncenzo
Hie other day I was walking
through campus, following a sidewalk
to my next class and blending in with
a massive wave of bodies when an
acquaintance of mine raced by.
Our eyes met, and we greeted each
other. I said "Hi." I think his exact
words were "Hey, ha ya dota'?" He
didn't give me a chance to answer,
though, and I found it rather odd that
a person would ask a question and not
wait for an answer. Instead, he just
continued his ferocious pace in a
direction opposite of mine. He didn't
stop to hear my answer; in fact, I
wonder if he realized that he even
asked me a question.
The incident didn't anger me, but it
did start me thinking - thinking about
things people say that they shouldn't
even waste then- breath saying or
things people say that I wish they
wouldn't say.
These gems top my list:
• "Is it cold enough for you?" When
it's 2 degrees Fahrenheit and the wind
is blowing your eyebrows off.
• "I'm old enough to be your... "
Since I have no control over my age, I
hate it when people try to use age to
their advantage.
• "I really don't know why, but I
just can't gain a pound." I have found
that only really obnoxious people say
this, but I guess it goes with the
territory. I'd say it if I could.
• "Oh, your major is
.
Isn't that really easy?" That's a real
stupid thing to say because no majors
are easy, but I wonder why I hear ft so
often, being in journalism.
• "Are you working hard or hardly
working?'' This statement is usually
followed by a fake, high-pitched, little

chuckle that makes your skin curl.
• "The Bengals are better than the
Browns." Absurd.
• "What's your point average? Mine
is 4.0." I made this one up. I don't
know anyone who has a high point
average.
• "You look hung over (or tired),"
when you're not. And then you always
have to admit that you are.
• "Break a leg. The person who
thought of this one must nave been a
real sicko. But the phrase caught on.
so what does that say about the rest of
us?
• "I'm gonna put you on hold,
okay?" It's never okay to be put on
hold. Who invented "hold." anyway?
• "Don't horse around." Naaaaay.
• "Dont be a wise guy." This was
probably first said by someone who
was verbally abused, and this was
their best come-back. Nice try.
• "This sure is a good day for ducks,
isn't it?" This is a line that eternal
optomists use a lot. People who say
this probably also say, "Have a nice
day/' And I hate that, too.
• "You and whose army?" Only
real tough guys say this - usually in
junior high - ana it almost never
scares anyone.
I saved this phrase for last because
I hate it more than any other line I
have ever heard:
• "Hey, you dropped something,"
when you dropped something. No
kidding.
Man, I really hate that.
MarkDi Vlncenzo, a staff reporter for
the News, is a senior journalism major from Seven Hills, Ohio.
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Legal plan needs bolstering
by Leigh Holllngaworth

Once again, the Student Legal Services Board is inviting you to participate In a pre-paid legal services plan.
Your participation in this plan is not
mandatory, but it is strongly encouraged for your benefit. If you choose to
support this student-funded proposal,
it will cost you f2 for the spring
semester, which roughly breaks down
to 44.5 cents a month.
For your $2, you will receive the
services of an attorney who will be
able to assist you in the areas of
advice and limited representation in
court matters. Examples of areas
covered by the service are: landlord/tenant cases, consumer/buyer
retotionships and criminal cases. The
service will also provide educational
programs through seminars,
workshops and lectures by which SLS
hopes to aid in the development of

students' awareness concerning their
rights and responsibilities as citizens
procedures of the justice system, and
current legal issues which directly
affect students.
Though in your previous experiences at the University, you may not
have needed the assistance of legal
counsel, I ask you to recognize and
compare our offer of a pre-paid legal
services plan to that of an insurance
policy. No one envisions that he or she
will be in an accident or other disaster, but should one occur, the insurance policy is there to cover all costs.
The same can be said about the legal
services, it is there to cover you in
almost any legal matter.
I would like to point out other advantage of this program. It cost $4 per
year, $2 per semester, and 44.5 cents a
month; for this small amount of
money you are protecting yourself

from future litigation which could run
anywhere from $35 - which would be
comparable to one visit to a legal
clinic - to several hundred dollars which would accumulate from a trial.
Based on these figures, you have an
opportunity to protect yourself from
hundreds of dollars in attorney fees
brought on by one unexpected legal
matter.
The service is organized under a
board, which is comprised of 12 organizations which represent various student populations: Undergraduate
Student Government, Graduate Student Senate, Black Student Union,
Latin Student Union, World Student
Association, Pre-law Society, Interfraternity Council, Panhellenic Council, Commuter Off-Campus
Organization, Student Court, Student
Consumer Union and Resident Student Association. Also there are rep-

resentatives from the administration
and the faculty, who serve as ex-officio members, as well as the attorney
himself. The purpose of the board is to
determine the direction of the service
and establish the educational programming. At no time will the board
make any legal decisions, this will be
left to the attorney.
It is hoped that the SLS pre-paid
legal plan will become a reality this
spring semester, but we need your
help to make it a reality. If you choose
to participate, do NOT return the
information slip which you received
in your billing packet and help support the idea that students have the
RIGHT to SUCCEED.

Leigh Hollingsworth is president of
the Student Legal Services Board.

Redskin fans don t hate Cowboys much
by Art Buchwald

The phone rang the other day and a
sportswriter from Dallas asked me a
strange question.
"Why do the people in Washington
hate the Dallas Cowboys?"
"Where on earth did you get that
idea?" I asked. "There isn't ateam in
the National Football League whom
we hold in higher esteem and affection."
"That isn't what we read in the
newspapers down here," he said.
"Don t believe everything you read
in your own papers,"!told nim. "How
can we hate 'America's Team'? They
represent all that is good about this
country. They are a credit to their
state. I have never heard a harsh
word spoken against Dallas by a
Redskin fan."
"Does that mean you've never been
to a Dallas-Redskin game in Washington?" he asked.
"Of course I have. But we cheer
equally for both teams. Redskin fans

are only interested in seeing a good the Houston Oilers. The truth is we try
football game. When it comes to play- to keep our first stringers on the
ing the Cowboys the score is immate- bench so we won't run up the score."
"Am I really talking to Washington,
rial to us."
D.C.?"
"You certainly are and I'm priv"Are you putting me on?"
"Why would someone from Wash- Hedged to have this opportunity to
ington lie to a Dallas sportswriter?" I dispel once and for all the rumor that
said. "You have to understand the there is any ill feeling between the
nature of Redskin supporters. We're Redskins and the Cowboys. After all,
different from Cowboy tans. Although we both live in the same world and we
we like to win, we don't consider it a don't have time for animosity when it
matter of life and death. Our hearts comes to a silly gridiron contest.
go out to the other team if they fumble There is no room in a Redskin's heart
the ball or their quarterback is for hate. We love Dallas, we love the
sacked. This is especially true when Cowboys and we worship the Astrowe play Dallas. We have nothing but turf you walk on."
pity for them and we don't want them
"Supoose I told you that the Cowto get out of football just because of
boys are determined to beat your
us.
"Are you trying to tell me the brains out"
"If you feel that strongly about it,
Dallas-Redskin meeting isn't the
we'll just turn the other cheek."
most important game of the year?"
"I can't believe I'm bearing this."
"Don't make me laugh," I told him.
"I know it's difficult for people in
"As far as we people in Washington
are concerned it doesn't compare to Texas to understand Redskin fans.
facing a real team like Tampa Bay or But most of us were brought up in the

Quaker tradition. You cant provoke
us by stirring up a rivalry which will
only lead to bad feelings between two
nice football teams."
"I cant print this garbage in a
Dallas newspaper."
"I don't see why not. It would lead
to better understanding between mankind."
"I'm talking about a football game
that could decide the Super Bowl," be
said.
"And I'm talking about the brotherhood of man," I told him. "We're not
savages in Washington who lust for
victory from a third world football
power."
"Do you realize I have no column
for Sunday if I print what you just told
me?" he yelled.
I said, ''You don't, but I do."
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the
Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

Christmas meaning, never forgotten
by Timothy Thompson
It never fails
that you'll hear people
1
about now- ceunmi clal
or fake Christmas has become,
usually adding that people should get
the "real" meaning of Christmas.
Come January ana some of those
same people stand mystified, wondering what the "real" meaning was, or
if there was any. Let's look at the fake
and the real Christmas.
Fake may mean that people get so
wrapped up in a gift giving and receiving, in the game of who can bestow or gather the most gifts, they
forget to remember who was bom
about a score of centuries ago.
Some equate fake with nyped-up
advertisng appeals and hyperactive
commercialism - pictures of evil merchants preying on innocent consumers. I guess they never stopped to

figure that if commercialism is fake
at Christmas, then the rest of the year
must also be fake. To live is to be
■ exposed to those selling dreams... all year round.
Others like to say it's fake because
it's not "natural. Since when have
we been natural? Let's face it - we
live in a mediated, human-made existence. The car, TV, computer, stereo,
clothes, house, stores, cities, people they're all made by humans, all taking us one step further from any kind
of natural condition. But are they
fake?
Still others think it's fake when
people who have been menacing
Scrooges all year take their halo out
of the Christmas box for a workout.
And still others see it as fake when the
Scrooges give huge gifts, trying to rid
themselves of the guilt for the life

they lead. And then there are those This is a time when humans search
who think it's fake just because themselves for the meaning of love,
Kmo^hy^^ " "** wnoKttto^veuScW'S
time for the spiritual side to be discovJust what is the "real meaning" of ered, relishing the feeling of millions
Christmas we're looking for through giving love all at once.
ail this fakery? That I can't answer, it
seems like an individual experience to
We live in a symbolic world, much
help us piece together the spirit that is of which is our own creation, but
Christmas.
much much more of it was given to us.
It's fake and commercial if you want
To many this signifies a time when to look at it that way - but the "real"
the word of God was born on earth, a is always with us, though sometimes
day that brought with it new hope for we have to search. And the real meanhumankind. No longer could the Ro- ings of Christmas are never forgotten,
mans justify their oppressive ways or as long as we remember. MERRY
their wars. The ways of peace were CHRISTMAS Y'ALL!!
demonstrated through a man that
would not hurt his enemies, rather, he
Timothy Thompson, a columnist and
loved them. Profound truths were
cartoonist for the News, is a doctoral
exposed to compete with the human- candidate in interpersonal and public
made truths, and both live on today.
communication.

letters
Service at health center
sends patient walking
Why do we pay fees for the Student
Health Service? I don't know. Both
times I have been there they have
either taken numerous, unnecessary
tests or wanted to.
The last time I went I had a piece of
glass in my foot I wanted removed. I
knew it was there. I even told them
where it was, and if they looked close
they could see it. Bui in the old
Student Health Service's style they
wanted to take an X-ray to make sure
the glass was there. (All of you students should know by now that glass
does not show up on an X-ray.)Tdld
not consent I was sent away, walking
on the ball of my foot to consult a
surgeon. I consulted a general practitioner, who did not take an X-ray. He
looked at my foot and said, ''Yep,
we'll just puU that right out," and that
is exactly what be did. My foot Is fine,
and I am $25 poorer. Being near the
end of the semester that leaves me
and many others with just about nothl Student Health Service is supposed to be a convience for the students. Thanks to this convience I
would have been charged for a useless
X-ray, and was told I might have a
planters wart, not a piece of glass. I
believe we deserve better. After all,
we are paying for it
Daanna Argenlo
231 Prout

Women's group hopes
concern continues
In response to the recent controversy involving the display organized
by members of the Women and the
Media Task Force, we wish to express
support of their action.
We also find the display of album
covers offensive. These images of

violence and the exploitation of women's bodies to sell products are demeaning to women, yet remain part
of an entire culture that condones
violence against women. Rather than
pretend they do not exist, we must
confront and reject these images - not
condone them with our silence. We
applaud the Women and the Media
Task Force for bringing these issues
to the attention of the University
community. We hope that concern
about violence against women in the
media continues even after the display is taken down.
Regarding the comments made by
the University Activities Organization, we find it hypocritical that UAO
objects to the "poor taste" of the
display, yet brings in films like
"Dressed to Kill" that contain ail the
same elements found on these album
covers. If UAO were to develop a
policy prohibiting the exploitation of
women's bodies and violence against
women in University activities, we
would be the first to support such an
action.
Linda Baal-Blandy
Barter* Hart-Taylor
Tareu llamas
Margsr*! Walnborgar

Clear Views

Woman Against VIolanca Against
Woman Task Fore*
Woman For Woman

Display arrangers tried
to sensitize people
I would like to address several
comments and questions to Tim
Thompson about his editorial of 12/8
("People interpret advertisements on
own"). First of all, let me assure Mr.
Thompson, that I will try very hard
not to border on insulting his intelligence, since that obviously offends
him. Of course, his opening sentence,
"Have you noticed that people interpret the world around them in different ways?" was not insulting to at
least 0.001 percent of the BG student
body.
Next, let me compliment him on his
unique writing style. His last sentence, "I'd rather look at it as people
playing with symbolic meanings - and
keeping laughing about the world
rather than cry about it, " was unlike
anything I've seen in quite a while.

Doubtless he meant to follow the
grammar of some language, but English obviously wasn'tlt. By the way,1
what is a "conscious-raising battle?'
Is it anything like consciousness raising?
I agree with him that "It's nice to
know that many people don't believe
or accept the images that others
might try to implant in us." It is not
nice, however, that many other people do accept images others try to
implant - especially when those
images are like those shown on the
album covers in the display case. No
sweeping social change has ever been
accomplished by sitting around commending those people who weren't
perpetrating any harm. The women
who put up the display were trying to
accomplish two things: 1. To make
people aware that women who are
offended by some things in the media
aren't being overly sensitive, and 1
To make people question their own
values and beliefs. In my opinion,
such questioning, done on a regular
basis can help one grow as a person.
Oenle* Clapeaddle
OCMBOMS

by T. Downing and T. Cleary
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Ice Arena Zamboni runs on Volkswagen engine
Dy Noncy B«och
slotl reporter
It seems they are building everything with Volkswagen engines today
- even ice makers.
This is one of many things Tom
Wallace, director of operations at the
Ice Arena, knows about the Zamboni,
that funny machine that is seen cleaning the ice between hockey games.
Volkswagen engines have been used
in the Zamboni Tor a long time, although the first Zamboni, built in 1949,
was a jeep with a wooden box on top to
catch the snow that is scraped off the
surface of ice.
Wallace said the name Zamboni
comes from the man who originally

Test

invented them, Frank J. Zamboni.
Zamboni's son Richard now runs the
one Zamboni factory in Paramount,
Calif.
While it may seem a Zamboni is a
very specialized machine, Wallace
said it can do more than one thing.
"They have ones now that can be
used on artificial turf, to suck up
water and remove dirt, and vou can
put a snowplow on the front of them,"
Wallace said.
Several improvements have been
made to the Zamboni at the University. Wallace said he had reinforced
some steel parts on the Zamboni so
they wouldn't bend.
"It happened that Richard (Zamboni) was out this way at that time

and the next year the new Zambonis
used reinforced steel," he said.

months. He added that each aerotecbnologv maior must do three co-ops
and students could fulfill this require
ment by working as a test monitor.
Twelve people can be tested at the
same time because there are six
tables that will be used in the testing
room. But Lehrer added that to prevent cheating, students taking the

same exam won't be seated next to
one another.

WALLACE SAID Zamhonis perform several vital functions when
used on ice. The top of the ice can be
scraped off by a long blade underneath the Zamhonl. and hot water is
laid down on top of me ice to resurface
it A water wash can also be done,
which cleans the ice and fills grooves.
Wallace said operating the blade
and the water is the hard part of
learning to drive a Zamboni. The
actual driving, when ice is not being
made, is easy. It is knowing how far to
lower the blade, when and how much
anyone in the country."

MCCOOL SAID he has mixed his
"The other reason was to work with
two interests, art and the Zamboni, Tom (Wallace) " McCool said. "He
together.
knows more about ice-making and
running an ice arena than Just about
"The falcon you see on the front of to turn the water on and off, and how
the Zamboni is one of my airbrush to turn around the arena without
pieces," he said.
getting too dote to the wall that are
the difficult parts of Zamboni driving.
McCool drives during hockey Wallace said it can take up to two
games, and he said it's quite different years before a Zamboni driver can do
than when he is working in the arena bis job really well.
alone.
Driving the Zamboni is what makes
People yell things at you. and they
like to pat the Zamboni,1' McCool some workers decide to work in the
ice arena. At least this is one reason
said.
Bob McCool, part-time student majorMcCool said it took him about two ing in fine arts, and a full-time classiyears to do a good job running the fied worker, said he wanted to work
there.

.from page one.

Now he said they can take the exams
at the Technology Annex on Poe
Road, the former School of Technology. "We're using a room at the
Annex that was used as a storage
room," Lehrer said.
By training student test monitors,
Lehrer said he hopes to have these
helpers running the exams after five

The FAA exam questions will
change March 1.1964, and from then
on the FAA will change the written
exam every two years, Lehrer said.
He said the questions used to be
rewritten every four or five years.

permitting. Sponsored by the Physics
and Astronomy Departments. Open to
all.
Skating - A skating instruction session will be held at 8 p.m. at the Ice
Arena. Fee of (2 per session, or onetime $10 membership fee. Sponsored
by the University Skating Club. Open
to students, faculty, and staff.

$20.00 5ffi«?i
OFF
CM)

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Road

Main St - The Invisible Flintstones
will perform live tonight at Main St.
No cover. 18 and over welcome.
Dateline, a daily service of toe News,
lists dates and times of campus
events. Submissions bv all organizations are welcome and must be turned
in typed and double spaced one week
prior to the event.
IB -bt. Coupon I

Plan now for the 1984 School Year

"It is a story that
climaxes in Dallas on
November 22,1963
when John Kennedy
was struck down. And it
is a story with an
aftermath—America's
slide to the brink

Bowling Green, OH

any Nishiki bike «** co*™

Layaways accepted
131 W. Wooster 352-6264

352-1195

MMBHBBValwM* Coupon JMBlaB^iMBMBl

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included »gas heat • laundry
facilities • drapes • carpet •party & game
room • swimming pool • sauna
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished

[SOTOFF

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

Any uno.ll pizza or large SUB

$280-fumished $265-unfumished Plus Gas & Electric
Landlord pays water & sewage

Of FaSCism.,, -Mae Brussell

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished $200-unfurnished
all utilites included separate bedroom

in the premier issue ofHwUnMn'
at your local newsstand

Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease.

Apartments Available for Spring Semester

inn
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PUT A LITTLE "JINGLE" IN YOUR
POCKET FOR THE HOLIDAYSTRADE IN YOUR
USED BOOKS FOR
$$ CASH $$
#

Dec. 12-21, Monday through Wednesday
*

WHOLESALER ALSO BUYING "DROPS"

University Bookstore
Student Services Building
*
%

$ Hours:

dateline

Dec. 13.1983
Vaccines - Students who have requested a measle vaccination can get
mem Dec. 12-16 from 1-4:30 p.m. at
the Student Health Service. Walk in.
Stars - A stargazing session will be
held from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. on the roof
of the Life Sciences Building, weather

"The first time I drove during a
hockey game, I lowered the blade
much too far and the machine froce
up," McCool said. "Tom had to come
out and get it started and he finished
the ice.,p
McCool said he was not off the hook
for that evening, though.
"Tom made me go right back out at
the end of the next period and drive
again," McCool said. "And boy, did I
getjeered!"
Tony Wurst, another part-time student and full-time ice arena employee, said it only took him about six
months to learn zamhrmi driving and
that he did all right during his first
hockey game.

8:00-5:00 Monday-Friday
9:00-5:00 Saturday
^
l.D.'sAreAMust ©

HAVE A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS
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PI38^
OWN 4 p.m.

352-5166

" Free Delivery

I

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES 1-31-84

Voted Beat Plzio In B.G.

I
I
I
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Experts don't agree
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researchers claim

Will Winter be mild Or COld? soaps'affect thinking
byErlcPopp
reporter
Cold and snowy. Sunny and mild.
This winter's weather outlook is a
mystery to all of us, including the
experts.

The National Weather Bureau predicts a mild and dry winter. But Dr.
Glen Prey, associate professor of
geography and resident meteorological expert, is predicting a slightly
colder, wetter winter.
According to Prey, however, no
long-range prediction Is more than 60
percent accurate, although it is
slightly more precise now since winter has already started.

"There are hundreds of variables to
consider, such as ocean temperatures, wind speed and direction, dust
particles in the air, the sun's intensity, the force of the Siberian winter,
the Jet stream. Their possible patterns of interaction are endless, and
impossible to predict with accuracy,"
he said.
Considering the unstable variables,
Prey said it is important to predict
weather, "because... many businesses and organizations depend on
this knowledge so they can plan for
the winter."
Stan Stachak and Charlie Umpenhour, meterologists for WTVG and
WTOL, and Dave Carlson, weather-

man for WDHO, agree that precipitation will be above normal, but they
disagree on this winter's temperatures.
CARLSON predicts normal temperatures while Stachak said be predicts
above normal temperatures. Umpenhour said the winter days
be
cooler than usual
Stachak also agrees that it is virtually impossible to forecast the
weather so far in advance.
"We cannot forecast long-range
weather," he said. "The weather
service has a unit in Washington
staffed by experts who determine a
30-day outlook for the weather, which

is not specific enough to be a forecast"
The Fanners Almanac has also
been a popular tool for weather information, but, according to Frey. it is
relatively worthless because it bases
its information solely on basic historical patterns.
"Its statements are so general,
such as January will be cold and
February will be warmer, that it is
impossible to say it is wrong," Prey
The Almanac has predicted mild
and dry weather to begin the winter,
turning colder later.

Shuttle bus service has been eliminated
The shuttle bus that has been touring the campus toting students to and
from the North Main shopping center
has been discontinued, according to
Paul Nelson, owner of System Seven
Hair Styling.
Nelson, who began the shuttle in
August as a service to students and to

potentially increase business at the
shopping center, cited insufficient use
of the service as the reason for the
discontinuation. He said the shuttle
reached a high of about 430 passengers a week, and that was not enough
to keep it running. The shuttle would
need a rate of at least 1,500 passengers a week to keep it going, and even

with that number, be would still be
losing money. Nelson said.
He said Insurance and operating
costs for the project were surpringly
high.
I don't think people realize how
much it costs (to run such a service)," be said.

The shuttle, a van that sported a
large yellow sign displaying names of
some of the businesses located in the
shopping center, ran through the
heart of campus to the North Main
shopping center on the hour and half
hour, and back through campus from
the shopping center 15 minutes before
and after every hour.

EXAM SPECIAL

510 E. Wooster
352-4497 .
16 Sub* emu i MINIIUIGEI:

December 11-15
December 18-20

* STUDY BREAK SPECIAL *

STUDY AND RELAX IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN ROOM AT

Best Western Falcon Plaza Motel
(located across from Harshman Dorm)
$19.95 single/per night $24.95 double/per night
Includes: * Meal coupons redeemable at Sam B's, L & K,
Pisanello's • FREE coffee - 24 hours • Early check-in &
late check out • Advanced registration required
Present valid BGSU ID at check in

1.

$1.00 off the purchase of
a full sub and bowl of chili

Made Fresh Daily - Soups Vary Day to Day
Beef Noodle • Potato • French Onion • Bean
Cream of Broccoli • Vegetable • Chili
Cheese Cauliflower • Milwaukee Cheese
Chicken Noodle • Clam Chowder • Beef Stew

PogllaPs
FAST

FREE
DELIVERY

Expires 12/22/83
.

Tuesday Special
one day only

(WITH THIS COUPON)
Expires 12/31/83

SOUTH

EAST
440 E. Court
352-1994

POQUQTS

Ms KJf. Si.

JEWELRY
Entire Stock

W'^^^ Open every Evening till 9:00
l*^\
Mon thru Fri
O
^
thru Dec. 23

Stuff Your

Y

945 S. Main
352-7571

^.

^ft\ Holiday Stockings ^feJJ
s
TJP*
With
er
' XPLLEGIATE APPEAL
198344 CllMft'

Tht Men ol BCSO

ON SALE - $3.95
SAVE $2.00
Available at: University Bookstore
SBX, Bee Gee Bookstore Source

GET A FREE CUP
OF SOUP WITH
ANY
SALAD

Most viewers who are affected by
soap operas are individuals without
much interaction with others. They
then have little real-life experience to
compare with what they see on television, and sometimes make soap
characters their role models, the researchers said.
HOWEVER, most people have little
trouble separating television fantasy
from real life, the professors said.
Abelman said viewers may become
addicted to the shows partly because
of the format.

End of Semester
'Thank You" Sa/el
quality copits

with this coupon

Homemade

HOT SOUP

are shown, implied or talked about on
afternoon soap operas, Neuendorf
said. The sexual partners usually are
not married, at least to one another,
and never are homosexual, she said.
Some people believe avid soap opera fans tend to pick dramatic solutions to their problems, like those
displayed on afternoon television schemes such as faking a suicide or
drugging another person.
However, "there's no evidence that
people actually copy the characters,"
Neuendorf said.
But viewers may compare their
lives with the TV characters and
come up short, Abelman said. Social
scientists call it the "Playboy effect,"
which means fantasies are so alluring
for some that reality never is as

Open 7 Days

21/zC

(Super-Duper and Steak Sub not included)

%

EAST

CLEVELAND (AP) - Watching
soap operas is harmless, but the television programs do affect the thinking
of some people. Cleveland State University researchers say.
''These viewers look at the characters and the exciting lives they lead,
and they think, 'Boy, am I dull,'
Robert Abelman, a professor in the
school's Communication Department,
said.
Abelman and Kimberly Neuendorf,
another professor in the department,
said their research shows no evidence
that soap operas have any lasting
effect on viewers, except for the most
susceptible.
The professors are studying both
the lifestyles depicted in the soaps
and the effects watching the shows
have on people. One focus is on bow
.he television characters attack their
problems and if regular viewers imitate those solutions.
It is estimated that 5 million to 10
million Americans watch the programs.
Soap characters generally are virile young men and beautiful young
women playing doctors, lawyers and
professional people. They are prone to
Indulging in pleasures of the flesh and
tend to develop exotic forms of mental
and physical distress.
EVERY HOUR, about two sex acts

All copies • All Day • Every Day

9*

(8 1/2x11 whitepaper • with Student ID)
325 E. WOOSter (Acmti from Taco Ball)
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state/worldStrike causes closing
Jail option upsets law's author
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- The author ot Ohio's new
drunken-driving law said
yesterday thaf a Housebill giving judges
an alternative to Imposing
a mandatory jail sentence
is a big step backward.
But the remarks of Congressman Michael Dewine, a former state
senator who wrote the
state's current drunkendriving law, were questioned in part by Kenneth
Cox, director of the state
Highway Safety Depart-

If the law needs any
Both DeWine and Cox change, it should be made
noted claims that the stat- clear that there is no subute, which took effect last stitute for the tail term,
March, is ambiguous with DeWine said, adding that
regard to whether iudges "the real battle is whether
may substitute a rehabili- we are going to hang tough
tation program for the 72- and be sure that the law is
hour Jail term required by strictly enforced."
the bill.
DEWINE, a former
Greene County prosecutor,
At a news conference in said, "I don't see why in
Xenia. DeWine mentioned the world we would want to
the bill, passed Dec. 1 by tamper with the law at this
the House, under which point. The law has been in
would specify that judges effect for nine months, and
could substitute treatment preliminary statistics have
programs for jail.
shown a significant drop in

alcohol-related accidents."
Cox said his department
has taken no official position on the pending bill, but
that he has said consistently that if the Jail term
is waived, the convicted
driver should be detained
for 72 hours while undergoing the treatment program.
"I realize this is drawing
a fine line," he said, but he
added that many communities have said they lack
funds and facilities to handle the potential effects of

the mandatory jail sentence.
"I understand that about
half the judges in the state
are interpreting the law to
permit intervention (treatment) programs," Cox,
also a former state senator, said
Cox said be understands
the ambiguity of DeWine's
bill results from language
requiring a sentence of 72
consecutive hours combined with another section
which permits judges to
make rules for intervention programs.

TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) - several drivers have been
TheSentkTrucking Corp., assaulted and the families
saying strike-related vio- of other drivers threatlence has made it too dan- ened.
gerous to keep its trucks on
the road, dosed its doors
"Truthfully, it was just
yesterday.
too dangerous to stay
open," Sentle said. "Since
Company President Nov. 30, the violence has
Jesse Sentle Jr. said his really increased. If we can
fleet has sustained more get this violence thing
than $900,000 in damage worked out, then well go
since a strike by the Tea- back on the road. If not,
msters union began Oct. 1. there's nothing we can
Additionally, be said. do."

*&

Sentle ordered 1» vehicles off the road over the
weekend. Those trucks
represented 40 to 90 percent of Sentte's fleet, much
of which has been locked
up since a shooting incident on the New York State
Thrnway in early October.
In that incident, seven
trucks in a It-truck convoy
were struck by gunfire. No
drivers were injured, and
no arrests have been
made.

SteamLoaf

FOR THOSE WHO ARE SIGNED UP

Soviets reveal space launch accident
who returned to Earth on
Nov. 23, and by Soviet
space officials. The session
provided one of the rare
Soviet admissions of trouble in the space program.

MOSCOW (AP) - Soviet
cosmonauts and space officials yesterday confirmed
that a manned space mission was scrubbed in September because of a
launch pad accident They
said two cosmonauts orbiting in a space lab bad to
stay in space longer than
planned as a result.

Alexanarov and Lyakhov, both 42, started their
space lab mission June 27
and ended it 190 days later.

The officials also said
the orbiting Salyut 7 space
station had a propellant
leak, but claimed it did not
endanger Alexander Alexandrov and Vladimir
Lyakhov, the cosmonauts
aboard.
The statements were
made at a news conference
by the two cosmonauts.

Soviet sources earlier
had said there had been a
launch pad accident and
that two male cosmonauts
and one female cosmonaut
were ejected from the
spacecraft without serious
injury. That mission was
designed to link up with the
space lab carrying Alexandrov and Lyakhov.

20 - 70%
off Sale
JEANS N'THINGS
SgHMMjag twisM hi 8

S

THERE also were reports this fall by Western
sources that the Salyut 7
space lab had a propellant
leak. Some reports said it
was "drifting in space
and that Alexandrov and
Lyakhov might have trou-

ble returning to Earth.
A West European journalist yesterday asked
about the launch pad acci-

dent and phrased his question to indicate that two
cosmonauts, Vladimir Titov and Geraiady Strekalov, were involved.

MANDATORY TRIP MEETING
WED. DEC. 14
7:30 p.m.
CAMPUS ROOM, 3rd FLOOR UNION

3^

HELP FIGHT BIRTH DEFECTS

welcomes
FORMER INDEPENDENT PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATE

JOHN
ANDERSON
THE CASE FOR A NEW POLITICAL PARTY

AS CHAIRMAN OF THE NATIONAL UNITY
PARTY SPEAKS ON GETTING THE
NATIONAL UNITY PARTY ON THE BALLOT
AND MANY OTHER NATIONAL ISSUES.
WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 14
12:30 D.m.
MAW AUDITORIUM
FREEI

STUDENT
BQQK EXCHANGE

THE BOOK BUY BACK HAS
STARTED AT SBXH
NOW PAYING TOP PRI$E$
FOR
YOUR USED TEXTS!!

425 EAST
W00STER STREET

PANTRY
FOOD MART

7 DHVS TIL miOniGHT
Vickt
FORMULA 44D
COUGH SYRUP

$

In.

. 2.09

Dairy Frtsh
OfMf t or firaitliwl

'JUICE
$1009
*M.II>.

Ia

rUMC: 3824721

Windshield
Washer

SOLVENT

* WE STILL HAVE A LARGE
QUANTITY OF T-SHIRTS,
SWEATSHIRTS, & JACKETS
TO HELP YOU WITH YOUR
CHRISTMAS NEEDS! MANY
ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM! *
—m, jSTUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE j
rr"T r—i I
STORE HOURS
'DEC 13-16 9-5:30

lJL-LUt-JiDEC.17 9-5

SPECIAL REVISED}
HOURS'
SUN. DEC. 18 1-5 p.mj
DEC 19-21 9-7
|j

1-99' a^ir
2LITEIBTL,
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$119
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Borden
Old Fashioned

ICE CREAM

or TAB

(Glad
it «t b«

Borden Pure

COKE, SPRITE,

TRASH BAGS
TOP WHOLESALE PRICES FOR BOOKS NO
LONGER BEING USED AT B.G.S.U.

"•fU MR? lUIHIU"
rMlbl UIMMI, HC. 11, IMS.

la

Cain's

POTATO
CHIPS
111. Ml

If

BEER I WINE AT STATE MINIMUM PRICES!

DELI SHOPPE
SPECJAL
FIEU MMTS • NIT Ftflfl Tl M • FRIES CHICKEN • MT COFFEE • PUTT TUTS • SCOPS ■ SMJ1S •
NIT CMCeUTE • IMELS

Eckrich
BOLOGNA

Dairy Fresh
Big Eye

SWISS CHEESE

$

£ 2.49

Muenster
CHEESE
*$1.l
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Jenkins* shot beats Zips, 91-90
byTomHlMk
sports ectlof

AKRON -David Jenkins
was only &-of-19 from the
field Saturday night
against the Akron Zips.
But with eight seconds to
play, Jenkins made a 17foot jumper to give Bowling Green a eome-from-behind, 91-40 victory before
5,684 fans at UA's sparkling-new Health and
Physical Education Buildi trailed 904S with one
minute to play, but a Brian
Miller driving lay-up and
Colin Irish bucket following a Jenkins' steal of an
errant Akron pass t
provide the heroics, I
ing BG to within one,!
AFTER AU freshman

point guard Russell Brown
took the ensuing inbounds
pass, he put a little toomuch mustard on a crosscourt pass to teammate
Bryan Roth. The Junior
transfer from Toledo
hardy got a hand on the
ball before it Dew out-ofbounds, giving the ball
back to BG with less than
20 seconds remaining.
Jenkins canned the
game-winner from the corner with a crowd in his
face. The victory upped
BG's record to 4-1, while
AU evens out at 2-2 this
season.
"It was one of those situations where I wanted the
ball," Jenkins said of the
shot which capped off an
18-point, nine-rebound performancebefore^alarge

contingent of fans from
Warren, Jenkins' nearby
home. "I wasn't sure it
was going in when I put it
up because a guy was right
there and the lights were
beaming in my eyes. But I
knew it went in when I saw
the net fly up."
AU still had one last
chance with seven seconds
remaining, following a Zip
timeout. The 5-11 Brown
shot upcourt and put up a
running jumper near the
foul Une, but the ball
bounced off the rim. It
bounced harmlessly to the
left side of the court, coming into the hands of Irish
and AU's Joe Jakubick as
time expired.
"We didn't want the ball
to go to Jakubick," BG

Herds the inside stray
of om new
Buttermilk Biscuits.
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head coach John Weinert
said of the Zips' prolific
scoring machine. The M
Jakubick scored 30 points,
most coming on long-range
bombs. "We had somebody
covering the guy with the
ball, and we had Keith
(Taylor) dogging Jakubick. If they were going to
score it was going to be
with somebody other than
Jakubick."
BG TRAILED by as
many as nine in the first
half, taking its first lead at
52-50 with 16:27 left in the
game. AU was aided by a
strong performance from
the M, 235-pound Roth,
who had 21 points and nine
rebounds.
Keith Taylor and Miller
had excellent games at the
guard spot, scoring 24 and
19 points, respectively.
Taylor had three steals, all
coming at crucial periods.
Irish rebounded from a
poor game against Temple
to score 20, while bringing
down 10 rebounds, many
coming at critical points in
the second half.

I news staff/Potrck Sanda
Bowling Green's Bill Faine (25) tries to get by Akron's Bryan Roth (00) during action from the
Falcons' 91-90 victory last Saturday night in Akron.

GOOD LUCK
GRADUATES!

FINALLY, A COWING
SERVICE DESIGNED
WITH YOUR NEEDS

$5.00 OFF

Any Purchase of $25.00 or more
See our • Running Shoes
• Sweats • Running Gear
• Racquetball Equip • T-shirts

Falcon House

IN MINUi
Originated and developed by Kinko's Copies
to help expand your
teaching universe. Professor Publishing allows you
to provide each of your students a personal copy of
course materials and supplemental readings... at no
cost to you or your department! Mora efficient and more flexible than library
reserve survices. Professor Publishing materials
are assembled in a neat, organized packet available
to each student for just pennies a page Professor
Publishing also offers you a dependable, economical
resource lor copying research materials and unpublished manuscripts For your professional and
personal copying needs, count on Professor Publisfijng^at Kinkp's locations nationwide
'for mVeVntdVnUfibri'cUl Or Howard H*wk«. torf-trW at

M.49
M.49 M.49! M.49
,rac
2-PHCE
MEAL

IOn hwio<(i"i(«.
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• trwioj*.
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2 PIECE
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10c, iaw.l.nOanl

(800) 235-6010
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— Now Featuring —
Fresh-Baked Buttermilk Biscuits Mad* From Scratch

kinko's copies

Wn-

140 E. Wooster

325 E. WoMter St.
(Across From Taco Ball)

>0

352-3610

KIPS'Kirs
#

MON: Concert Night
TUES: Ladies Night w/Male Review
THURS: College I.D. Night

354-3977

Across from Sub-Me-Quick

w
1
J»
"«.
A
"
s°

WED: 18 Night

"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru"

jf& Kentucky Fried Chicken,

"Shop the Falcon House for the active people on your Christmas

i 0/1

MON: Singles Night w/free video
TUES: "18"
WED: Quarter Nite/College I.D.
THURS: Ladies Nile w/Male
Review

OPEN 7 DAYS
REYNOLDS at HEATHERDOWNS/867-9123 SECOR at SYLVANIAM73-O062

1020 N. Main - B.G. - 352-2061

LIVE ROCK & ROLL 7 NIGHTS A WEEK

V "MERRY CHRISTMAS" u
the gift that lasts a lifetime
BOOKS

• ••

f^

VIEW!
EVERYTHING 100KS BETTER
THROUGH CORRECT PRESCRIPTION LENSES
WOOUlBBANOrWAMt*

1

#

Including your chetoa of ow 1.000 currant tram* tmhlont. Tinted. ptoMk. oomln,
out of stock hMMM •ricad Manor.

<N

Be sure to visit our "Christmas Corner"
Featuring:
Best Sellers • Special Gift Books • Blank Books
• A Full Selection of Children's Books
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00-5
Saturday 9:00-5:00

.sports.

bf nowa/deoambar 13.19S3 7

BG icers continue winning ways
by Jean Dlmeo

sports reporter
It haroaned In Bowling Green's league-opener against Lake Superior
onOctS.
LSSC's rotter did not list many talented players such as John
Samantkl. Gary Galley and Gary Kruzich. But the Lakers outakated and
outplayed the Falcons in their Central Collegiate Hockey Association
opener, handing the Falcons an unexpected 2-1 defeat - their only lass of
Last weekend's series against the Western Michigan Broncos in the Ice
Arena was similar to the series against Lakers. The Falcons created
many scoring opportunities, but only edged the Broncos by 5-4 and 4-3
■CWtfi

WMPUCOACHES' POLL
team
1)BQSU
2) Minn.
3) North Dak
4)MSU
5) Ohio State
6) Mkm.-Dul.
7)RP1
8) Wise.
9| Boston Col.
10) Mich. Tech.

overall
<1M>
(13-2-1)
(14-4)
(13-5)
(16-3)
(10-5-1)
(11-2)
(10-7)
(7-1)
(11-7-1)

votes

Pts.

(•)

94
eg
69
59
56
48
44
24
22
11

(3)

(D

"Both games were a lot like the series against Lake Superior," BG
head coach Jerry York said after Saturday night's game. "There was no
end-to-end action, and they tried to slow us down to control the pace of the
game."
THE STRATEGY, combined with outstanding goaltending of WMU's
Glenn Healy. kept the Broncos within reach of wins on both nights.
It was Healy who kept BG from capitalizing on many scaring opportunities. Healy was a standout in goal an Saturday night, turning away 54
shots on goal by the Falcon offense.
The junior goaltender received third star honors both Friday and
Saturday i'

Dg news stafl/Patrick Sandor
Western Michigan's Jim Culhane seems to be making things a little difficult
for Bowling Green's Dan Kane during action from the icers' two-game sweep
over the Broncos at the Ice Arena.

"Healy really did some good goaltending and that was a big plus for
them this weekend," York said.
Scoring remained even for both the Falcons and the Broncos Saturday
night, until the 2:14 mark of the third period whenWMU's Jeff Croasman
put one past BG goaltender Gary Kruzich to give the Broncos a Wedge.
But, less than two minutes later, BG's Iain Duncan converted on a
centering pass from Dan Kane to tie the score for the Falcons. The goal
was thefreahman left winger's third of the weekend and eighth of the
Jamie Wansbrough tallied the game winning goal at the 5:M mark of
the last period, beating Healy from about 10 feet in front of the net
"BG is a physically stronger team," WMU head coach and former BG
assistant Bill Wilkinson said. "We Just didn't have anything left by the
last power play."
WMU should not have been a threat to the nationally-ranked Falcons.
With 15 freshmen and only one senior on their roster, the inexperienced
Broncos have won only five games in CCHA action.
However, good goaltending and impressive plays by WMU's leading
scorer Dan Dorion,kept the Broncos competitive throogbout both games.
Two weeks ago, Dorian became the first CCHA player in four years to
be named CCHA Player of the Week for two consecutive weeks, and leans
the Broncos with 37 points.
Dorian's line of Troy Thrun and Lance Johnston led the Bronco
offensive attack last weekend, accounting for four of the seven WMU
goals.
BUT BG'S newly-formed line of Dan Kane, George Roll and Iain
Duncan, led the counterattack against the Broncos. Roll and Duncan
both tallied three goals this weekend.
Duncan replaced senior Perry Braun, who suffered a shoulder separation during the Ohio State series, two weeks ago.
Roll showed confidence on the ice with precision passes and accurate
shots on goal in front of the net Just as a BG power play ended, Ball
capitalized on a rebound to beat Healy from the right aide at the 19:10
mark of the second period Saturday night.
"The coach has had a a lot of confidence in me and has been using me
on the power play," Roll said. "I'm really feeling more confidential* the
goals will come in time."

Gymnasts capture quad meet Flyers dump BG women, 69-53
by Tom Reed
sports reporter

After taking a rough tumble in the
floor exercises, Bowling Green's
gymnastics team picked itself up and
captured a hard-fought victory in
Saturday's quadrangular meet held in
Champaign, 111.
Needing a strong showing in the
meet's final event - the balance beam
- BG senior Tiffany Kosmerl took
third place, while co-captain Julie
Bender and freshman Ellen DiCola
tied for fifth. The Falcons' solid team
effort won the event and was the
difference in the tern's second victory in as many starts.
BG'S OVERALL team score set a
new squad record with a 173.20 mark.
Illinois State placed second with a
172.95 total, while Illinois finished
third and Southeast Missouri State
wound BRlast-

Last week, the Falcons swept all
four individual events, but Saturday,
the BG unit failed to win a single
routine. However, BG coach Charles
Simpson added that the Falcons' consistent second and third place finishes
were critical in determining the outcome of the meet.
"We were not winning any of the
individual events, but we were picking up the points by finishing second
and third," Simpson said. "And while
Illinois State was winning the singles'
events, our overall total team performance was good enough to make up
for their first place routines."
Simpson said that while BG did not
have an exceptionally strong floor
exercise program, ISU and IU were
the benefactor's of some rather generous scoring from the judges.
"I don't think we had a great day,"
Simpson said. "But I thought the
scores that ISU and IU received were

pretty high. I don't think there was
that much of a difference between our
performance and theirs."
FOR THE second straight week,
the Falcons registered a team victory
to the uneven bars, which was supposedly the team's weakest event.
Bender finished third with an 8.75
mark, while DiCola placed fifth with
an 8.6 score.
The uneven bars competition was
the Falcons' first event on Saturday's
program, and according to Simpson,
If it bad not been for BG's strong
performance on the bars, the Falcons
might not have left with a victory.
ft the vault, the Falcons placed
second as a team, with Leslie Schipper finishing third with a 9.05 mark
while Bender came in fifth recording
a 9.0 score.
BG returns home Friday to host the
Mighigan State Spartans. The meet
wuT be held in Eppler North Gym,
beginning at 8:30 p.m.

APRIL 28
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by Ted Patsante
sports reporter

Bowling Green's women's basketball team found itself on each end of
the pendulum after a win and a loss in
its last two games.
The Falcons beat Purdue on the
road last Thursday 72-54 and then had
the tables turned around on them,
losing to Dayton 69-53 last Saturday in
the homely confines of Anderson
Arena.
Last Thursday, the Falcons came
out like gangbusters against Purdue,
scoring the first 12 points and leading
at one point, 18-1 en route to the 18point laugher over the Boilermakers.
FIELD GOAL shooting paced the
Falcons in the win over Purdue,
shooting SO percent from the field.
CaryMcGehee led the Falcons with 20
points, while three other Falcons
reached double figures. Cathy Smithey-Rahe controlled the boards for
BG, grabbing 9 rebounds.

Then it was back to the homefront
for the Falcons, who had to face a
veteran Dayton team that sported an
all-American in forward Donna
Burks, averaging 22 points and 12
rebounds coming into the game.
Combine that factor with a Falcon
team shooting at a clip of 31.3 percent
- and you get a runaway.
The Falcons tried to make up for
their cold shooting with its fine defense. Coming into the Dayton game,
the Falcon defense was giving up an
average of 67 points per game. BG
held Dayton to 69 points, 20 points
under its season average, but it still
wasn't enough.
BG's defense caused the Flyers to
commit 28 turnovers, but Dayton shot
almost 55 percent from the floor.
The Falcons and Flyers were tied
at eight when BG went into a scoring
drought with 14 minutes to go in the
f irsthalf. It lasted almost 10 minutes,
with BG being outscored, 29-11 The
Falcons closed the the gap with an t-3

run that left BG trailing at halftone,
40-28.
THE SECOND HALF was more of
the same, with BG still ice-cold from
the floor. Dayton's lead was stretched
to 53^2, while the Falcons again went
five minutes without scoring.
The game was then all bat over,
with the Flyers' Burks leading the
way with 24 points and 16 rebounds in
33 minutes of action. Point guard
Leah Abla directed the Flyer offense,
dishing out eight assists to go with her
14 points.
the Falcons were led by McGehee
with 14 points, while DeWanna Ballou
added a
The Falcons are now 4-3 on the year
and have one remaining non-conference game Saturday against Eastern
Kentucky at 7 pm. in Anderson
Arena.
It will be the Falcons'final tune-up
before their Mid-American Conference opener at home against Toledo
on Jan. 5.

BEE GEE
BOOKSTORE

THERE'S STILL
Call Days Evenings & Weekends

-H.
Educational Center
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
For Information About-Other Permanent Centers
In More Than 120 Maior US Cities & Abroad

536-3701
3550 SECOR RD
SUITE 201
TOLEDO, OHIO

IT'S BUY BACK TIME!
WE PA Y CASH FOR
YOUR USED TEXTS!!
TOP PRICES!!

Outside NY State
J01L1SH. 80QJ23 IJ12-

IN TO PICK UP THE
1984-1985 STUDENT
HOUSING BROCHURE

NURSE COUPS
EARLY HiaitSSXMMG PROGRAM:

FEATURING:
1 BEDROOM
LARGE HOUSESfl
2 BEDROOM
DUPLEXES

tf JO» iicunrrr
V
Sf WUHHUIIILITT
W" (■HMTIQt
W* AM nonce Nuntmo

BEE GEE
BOOKSTORE

Chock tho An Pore* H you're looking for a
caroor W ruining that o"»f» opportunity.
rMPonvoilrty. and advantagta — Air Fore*
numng II lor you
It you hay ■ B8N comact:

Contact:

Sat. J. Orctory Hiti
7550 Luccrn Dr. Suite 100
Middleburg HU..OH 44130
Call Collect:
(216)522-4325

WHILE YOU'RE HERE SHOP AROUND!
WE HAVE SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS,
JACKETS, SCHOOL SUPPLIES AND
A LARGE VARIETY OF CHRISTMAS CARDS
TO HELP YOU WITH YOUR LAST MINUTE
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING.

From fne Staff of Nmwlov Manogomont:
MERRY CHRISTMAS S HAPPY NEW YEARt]
338 5. Moin
3S2-S630

1424 E. WOOSTER
353-2252
U.lk Va»*k-V«»>W

HOURS
MON-FRI 9-5:30
SAT 9-5

8 bg newj/d«c*mber 13.1963

classifieds

TUCKER TYP1NQ
6lh Year ol Ssrvka
Nancy 362-0608

CMtfwr* ntfpwM IMlnwun HtO TTf 50* •»■ [« M
ACOTOWIWIPI, 25 lo 30 VKM per In*
CAaehNVcrrr EVENTS amps far nee-proft. puO*c SWVK# aoMB** ** b* m*erted
C*ICS tor Ire* arvj ■! 'wgixw ones Itienarwr
nisdsa lo. * arano* la 2 days bahxo pubkceson at 4 00 p.m Friday SI 4:00 p m *
lire!

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
■ aivdkan your fees
tor a study bra*, on Friday. Dec II
tan kit I* 1015 In 106 Buelnaei
Building. tVstreeh-

|

Breed Dough workshop
Today at 5 30 RM 112
NAEA
Ths stadinU arho rsquaaled
misslsi Twnunizaoon from In*
Student Hssflh Center may got Jhe
shots tram 14 30 anyllm* Dae 12
through Dae 16th. also Mon Dae
IQSTuos Dae 20th
THE SUPER EVENT OF
THE NEW YEAR
sWfJvSANCE'$4
Vtdao tap* on Nuctoor War
'Ashes. Ashes W* Al Fat Down''
by At the Foot ol th« Mountain
Basse co Monday. Dae. IB.
8:00 P.M Faculty lounge. Union
Fr*a and open to pubic
Soonaorad by Women lor Women
and In* B G Pate* Coaafton

LOST AND FOUND

iCeJassbs In
Benel Airport on WM.. DM. 21.
■SUM b* Irar* M cetch »n 11 :o6pm
"JiM. WM bo haw, to tat? wig...
M. 112-2111.

SERVICES OFFERED
Do you want to leave your valafilaa
n your snather* or houss over XUaa vacaaon? No' C*l Curt 2 1529
oil bstors 12/17/83
PROFESSsOftAL TYPING
REASONABLE RATES
352 8659 AFTER 5

SUPPORT
STUDENT LEOAL SERVICES
Students have a
right lo succeed

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
874 i486
Parrysburg
Expert Typing
Cal 362-7305 after 5 30pm
Store Your Bike
$19 95 ndudes tune-up
Purcas-s Bike Shop
131 W. Woostar

REWARD: Lost 1' uotd CoNbrl
Bgrnsr In BA. Build. Tuee.. Dae. «
return, Caudta twaaait.

362-6264

LOST Man s gold ring wa desenbe
Cal 352-6760
REWARDI

TYPwtO—LOW RATES
Check out our prolessloraay typed
and written resume* too 352-5787

FOUND RED GLOVES IN BA BLDG
ON MON CALL 2 6595
Found Camera Mon Cal lo ktontly
2-0067. ask tor Ba

Add M*> lo your organlzetlone
party's cal SOUND WAVE rnobas
sound systems. Top 40. rock, country. Now Cal 352-5067 tor vary
rissnrabsi pricing
Perfect lor Ba hoadaya

RIDES

Needalypat?
Cal 352-4017

Rkta sveastxe lo. Fairbanks, Alaska
Musi help with gas and driving CM
(419)669 3682

Word processing lor research
papers, dissertations, etc
PRATT WORD FflOCESSING (PWP|
after 5 30. 352-2036.

BGSU SAILING CLUB

Csshy B -You nnbM roomie
«nyon» couB ravoi (and not • bad
mail Mm srttar!} Thanks (or best) tuoh • great hand Hop* Sank
brings va loa ol goodasl Lovs. Las

PERSONALS
ATTENTION OERBU. R0A1TER1
PARTY AT MARY AND DISH'S SATURDAY THE 17TH. LETS OET
STONED AND CHOW.
Al Achaaon. One Babcodi. Terry
Brannlgan, lad Terry Mcalshos
goad tuck ki all you do. We know
yau'l fo far, but we'll miss you aa
yoage.
The Brotrnv. of Sign* Phi Epallon

AnuquerFle. Mark*!
Dec. 1711 ham 1-5
Jr. Fab Bldg.
Wood County Fairgrounds
FREE Admission
Over 50 displays
Chrlstmat Crafts Included

ATTENTION: EVERYONE WHO OR
DERED BGSU MOM 6 BGSU DAD
SWEATSMBTS LAST THURS AND
FT*. YOU CAN PICK THEM UP
WEDS.. 12/14 IN THE BA BLDG
FOYER FROM 1-4 PLEASE BRING
YOUR RECEPT
SALES CLUB I
Wed . Dec 14 (7-9) Towns Room/Union. The Vice President Econornisl
from Dans Corp. Mr. Prove, wa
dacua* the effects the economy has
on venous rrarfcsts.
NOWHERE THISII
Final* are ccrrang up soon so why
not cheer your favorite person up
with s carnation (S1.00) and/or s
Basts button (W). Both will ba on
sale in th* Union Foyer, Monday
thru Wednesday. 9.30-4:30. Sponsored by the Kappa Sigma Slardustsrs.
BIG GLORIA 1 UL' LAURIE
HAVE A FANTASTIC CHRISTMAS
BREAK I GOOO LUCK ON FMALS
LOVE. PATTY
Carol. Dorms. Juts. Cans. Ronna.
Gtets. Cans. Jennifer 1 al you other
* choice'' Bums-It's bean s wonderful
lemsstsr. one I'l never tvs down
Hare's to our Al taghter lenile"
i GOOO LUCK on YOUR next 16
weeks" Don't target you've got an
open invitation to come lave s gay ol'
Urns in the DC night We! Love. Karen

KICK OFF THE NEW YEAR!
Gant screen si N.E. Common* Your
tavom* stadajm munchaa siisjapls.
January 22. Oarraam*
OAN and KELLEY.
Congratubjaota on your Sigma Nu
WhM Roe* swalsrtig Good luck
with everything
The Brothers ol Sigma Nu
On* D {aass Or X) Thanhs tar the
andflng phone call! As tor your hat
■Mar, Thank you tor sharing thai
wthm*l"MB

Don't get caught m the Issstag rush
Stop at 320 S Mam and get your
1904 brochure tor Mings of apts .
houses I duplexes.
Newfova Msnsgsmsnl. 362-5020
OfT INVOLVED!
JOW STUDENT COURT
PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN 405
STUDENT SERVICES. APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED BY
DEC. 20 SKIN UP FOR YOUR INTERVIEW TIME THEN!

To my buddta* bound tar ataamboat. I
•at aantad lo wrlta you Ms n*
not*, hot tub happy hours ptaysi In
th* snow 1 parses al night. Jan. 6th
thru la 18th ww sure be a aklsrs

Juts HssaTam, (You Raous woman
You) CiniuiaSlslliia on getung
rxoksd tor 0.0 K , Such an honor
We should have known tray would
pick a dssay woman ska yoursaa.
Don't gha up on your nursing and
batdng. they might be your FORTE V
you keep practicing! Gha ma a cal
aonaslma and wal go looking for
your tralsrral «atmcli Lov* you afways, Ms
KJMCOUE
HAPPY 22NO B-OAY
GOOO LUCK IN VERMONT
WE'LL MISS YOU
LOVE. YOUR ROOMATES
Km. Joyce. Trad. Carmen a Mary:
Thanks tar the great ttnss! More rail
■smsslsrl Love. Jay
UCIKII,
Yaas, coo-el, ylswle-dlp, I2.S0 OR
this aldsl Fnenda forever, and *v*r
*nd ever-.

MATTHEW, GOOD LUCK ON FINALS. MERRY CHRISTMAS, HAPPY
ALMOST 3RD ANNIVERSARY! I
LOVE YOU, ALWAYS I FOREVER!
LOVE, (LETS SEE IF THEY CAN
OET IT RrOHT). SANDY.

HAPPY 21st BHTHOAY CAROL ETTER
LOVE,
KELLY

NINA, PAM AND SHERYL, THANK
TOO FOR BEING HONEST. TRUSTING FRIENDS
MERRY
CHRISTMASt

Happy 21 St Birthday, Jeff
you are the greatest!
Love your Iritis sis, Krlssy

Otvsr's mother Okay, granted things
have been rough, but when you
locked us out of our room In our PJ.'s
at 3:30 AM did you reefy think
they'd send us horns? Corns on.
surely you ast? I swear someone wa
come tor us within 2 wastes and If
they don't, wet Is no welcome mat
out from under our feet. We )usl won't
deNw»h»'CK»ESAunl.lkeitornot.

Hey Beta's.
Oeod fuck with finals and neve an
sxcewent Chrlatmaat
WNhLsea,
Lsurs
PS. The Slislsri wSa roton.
Hey BO, H's Sneks'a Btrthdey. Patty
y* nneHy mad* the big one-nine.
You can buy your own beer now
Hey, let's PertyM! We'll trash
Farms. Get wild.
Loss, THE OREEK

(and the "other" ham

1

HOLIDAY INN "MTV
HAPPY HOUR
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT
ALL THE TIME!

$5.00

FOR LARGE 1 ITEM
PIZZA

I

"I
■"I
€0,

M.

Need femata to PJ scenrrant and
msta to IB house CH 352-7306.

S IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS
FOR $44 THROUGH! THE U.S.
GOVERf*«EKT7 OET THE FACT8
TODAYI CALL (312) 742-1142
EXT 1794

F rmt* needed Specious apt Close
to csmpus nasaonaca rant Pfssss
OH 362-7103

Parcel Service Depository
Flying Tigers. Purcxalor $ United
Parcel Service Ray Hospf, Soars
Cstskjg SakM Marchsngs
149 N Main 352-2511
ATTENTION FOREIGN STUDENTS
Iraaaaialluii Prebiems or vis*?
Moon K Yes - A ttorn*y St Law
Tolsaa, Ohio esll 1-242-4211
For an sppasMiiaxsl

WANTED
FUN FEMALE ftOOMMATE NEEDED
TO SHARE TWO BDRM. APT. FOR
SPRINO SEM. BIO FURN APT.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. OWN BED
R0OMI$$2-$$01.
Apt. to share Spring Sem.
Year half 128.00 month/All mil. pd.
CeH Doug $$4-21*8
RMTE FOR SPR SEM IN UMV
VILLAGE APTS RENT ONLY $475
for arrors ssmsstsr Avar mmsdisrery 354-2151.
F RMMT APT CLOSE TO CAMPUS. $113 WCLUOES HEAT. A
CONO, CABLE TV CAN RENT
BwMDLY. 354-1630

SENIOR CHALLENGE EXEC.
BOARD: THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT THUS FAR. GOOD LUCK ON
FMALS $ HAVE A GREAT XMAS
BREAK. LARRY $ MARTHA.
Shety t CUdy.
Good Luck on finest $ enjoy the
proaem Love. Carp
SM lavs aght purple dross perns lor
sale To txg lor me, sue 7? Need
mcray $10 00 or best offer Please
osl Dsbbts 2-S5B9.

F rmt* needed for Spring Semester
Only SMOassrnsstsr oka else Buff
Apes. CH 362-7741.

Rmt* needed Mars, very doss to
campus Need for Spring Sem. orey.
kaxperarvs 362-7036
Student w/amal chad a seating s
rmt* tor Sp Sam. Close to campus
Cal 352 6885
ate needed tor Spr/Sem
House dose to Campus
Cal 362-0001
Luxury apt
■tea Spring sem.

1110 a moth. I
$$243746.

OPF«0fl1UNiTYI NEED 2F RMTES
SOCTH ST. APT. AVAILABLE SPPJNG
SEMESTER CALL SOON! 3520133.
Female Roomste-Spr Sem.
Close fo Campus.Low Rent

352-5054
M Rmmte needed
Soring Ssrnsster Frszse Apts.
CAI Bob, 352-4802
F rrnls needed staring 12/22 Own
room. $150/mo pka uH 3624811.
F. rrnte. needed tar apt Cross to
campus Friendly rmtss. aching
Ssmsstsr. Inexpensha. Cell 3524101.

Student Office mensgsr for Ths Key
yearbook spring semester Basic
secrstanal skaa needed Advanced
txainsss courses, prior office sxpsrtonce preferred Check )ob postings
si Student Employment, 460 Student
Services for lurttar mlormetion or cal
2-2051

FOR SALE
Bunk Beds for sals Almost new $75
Cal 0 toe 372-0031 days or 1-074300» swings
1877 BUrCK REGAL EXCELLENT
CONDITION $3,000
CONTACT
669 3682
'67 BUfCK SKYLARK CONVERTIBLE From 6 Rear Oamsge Resforable 63.000 rrass 352-8087 Msny
2 GOODYEAR STEELE BELTED RADIALS-GREAT CONDITION-USED
1 MONTH-RAISED WHITE LETTERS—14 "—$40—352-0665
YAMAHA STEREO RECEIVER
TUNER
PRICE $115.00 FOR
MORE INFORMATION CALL 3520094
Articles tor Sale: red 1 gray comer
dinette, gray chat, red desk chair.
3/4 mattress 6 springs, sxerctse
bench, carpet runners, ol pants &
bnahss-352-5572
House lor Sale
239 S Cossgs Parents great buy
what your ads its al BGSU 3
beams, bssemenl, garage, excel,
cond. 2 bks. from campus Low
$40's Cal ShHsy Wemrt 3525161 or 352 0556 Newlove Realty
'76 REO VEGA
New snow ores, no rust, good stereo.
reHsbte. original owner $800 or
best offer. 362-4509 after 0 pm.

2 M. to share 4 bdrm. house. Spring
Ismastar, 12$ Msnvllls. Call Msesss or Peggy 382-3440.

750 pounds chestnut sirs herd cool
SO pound begs 12.60 each Othel
Dean 217-3377

M Rmt* needed to Ml big apt Close
lo csmpus. Havsn Houss
$135/month. Its* heat 362-3161

Sli have light purple dress pants lor
sale To big lor me Size T> Need
money. $10.00 or best offer Please
cal Debba 2 5569

F roommate needed spr semester
Umv VSsge Apts $470 tor semes
rer Cal 352 1945
I Rmts. wanted Spr. Sam. to
•Ian I' bdrm. lurnlshed houss.
1110/month,
utilities Included.
Ctoee lo csmpus Cell 152-1767.
Warned F. Rmmts lor Spring Sem
Close to csmpus csl 352 1605

Msta rmmete needed tor besusful. 1
bedroom apt Pay only stactnc 352gi56

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT
1 Bdrm Fum. Apt Close to Towers,
lor 2nd Sem suitable lor two people
354-3194 after 7 30 pm
FORREST APARTMENTS
FUR
NtSHED OR UNFURNISHED TENANTS PAY ONLY LIGHTS.
REASONABLE CALL JOHN NEW
LOVE REAL ESTATE 354-2260

M Roomste Needed!
University Vshge
Cal Psul: 362-0342

NEEDED: ONE OB TWO PEOPLE TO
LIVE AT UNIVERSITY VILLAGE FOR
SPPJNG SEMESTER CALL 9641315.

. Trsvsl FaM Opportunity
Gain valuable narkehng *xpan*nce
wtas earning money. Campus rsprassntalia needed ImmsJalsly for
Spring Bresk trip to Floods. Contact
Ba Ryan (312) 858-4888 cosect

Needed 2 Femefe rmmtes for Spring
Semester Campus Manor Apts.
S730/person/semester
Only pay
stactnc: faat.wator, and s> cond
payed lor n nteresled osl 364
1205 or 352-6302
Need msta 1 lemars students lo 14
houses $ apts. for Spring Sem Also
spts available lor 2-3-4 students.
Phons 352-7305
Across From Csmpus: 606 E. Woostar. Avail, tor winter ssm.. 2 bdrm.
houss fully carpeted and lurnlshed.
Free heal. Perfect tor those cotd
seiner dsys. Csll 352-7074.

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
Moving off campus?

face 1 bdrm fum apt to sublet on
3rd. St. Close lo campus, carpeted,
tree gas heat & cooking Cal 3520077.
Need lemato to sublet house, across
from dorms on Woostar. extremely
etlcrdaba' 352-6250

We have One and Two Bedroom
furnished and unfurnished Apts.

Sublease 1 Bedroom apt Fumah Al
uM sxc stoc Cal Carol 352-6033
1 Fsmsls roommate needed Spring
lamellar. Houss sd|ualm*nt to
campus CaU Claudia or Lisa 352$•12.

available January 1st.
•
•
•
•

Earn dosars assyig Avon Products
For mors inforrTaSon plaaaa cal
Phyla at 352-5833.

SKrS-ROSSI 170s with Solomon
444 b«xhngs-$50 00 Hsnsen treeHow boots 1 yt ok) (10-11%)$05 00 CalJm si 352-3700

Rmta needed for Spr Semester M
or F., ofl-csmpus apt. Cal Kim
St 2-3360

OESPERATE. WE NEED TWO
ROOMMATES IMMEDIATELY
CHEAP RENT, FUN ROOMMATES CALL SOON—LORI 362-8071.

llsWenel Corporation fas sales posreon avaBakll In many sresrs of
the oountry. Commission phis bsnswta, $16-10 k first year esmmga,
knkkang pnhysss Included. Century
IssM and Tsg Co. 15! 7121 Ask tor

WANTED 1 M rrnte to stars 2
bdrm apt with 3 others Very doss
to campus. PH: 362-4106

f. rasa, needed next limsslli.
«112.50 rent. On E.Wooalsr St. CH
154-1111.

F. Rrnte. Spring Sem. turn. Own
room. $300 **m pka utl Cal ener
5p.m. 352-0732

SJU-: How's E.B.H.7 DM you ever
find your wetch, or ass ft tost In the
couch? Sounds Use you had a
handful! - The Eyeball

•••••«'. Qu

HELP1
F. ROOMMATE WANTEO PRIVATE
BEDROOM QLHET $127.60 MO
leCLUDMG HEAT CALL DEB 3527630

CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA
#6 BGSU SURF SHIRT
Shop the Farcon House
140 E Woostar 352-3610

SBX BUY BACK HAS STARTED
REVISED HOURS FOR
FP4ALSWEEK
SUNDAY. 12/18 1-SPM
12/10-12/21 9 7PM

e-l

TO RAM. t MAMA
Th* nlceet, cutset couple
1 know. MERRY CHRISTMAS
• HAPPY NEW YEAR
PS. 1 ked, Psul doesn't
date rshgioua gsrls.

Homing donul and roB dewvsry
available from Th* Oetaway
DM S-Msln
152-4112.

SAE UL SIS NEOPHYTES: CONGRATULATIONS1 YOU GUYS DO A
GREAT JOB. ARENT YOU GLAD
YOU STAYED WITH fTT LOVE, THE
ACTIVES

352-0671.
M rmt* rslload dose to csmpus
S80Vmo ha* of 1st months rant
keelt 362-6331
F. maisuli SIM no. No usMllee,
own nssas, lOMrly U2-S27I.

EXAM SPECIAL
Beet Western Falcon Ptaa
Ill.SiVsmgl. S24.sSMoubt*
^e* display sd In BO News Dec. 1
CsK tor reservation a details
352-4171

Reehsel, Good luck on your finals.
Ofay "IS" more days until ARUBAI
taurs
ROSE. JEN. » TER.
T (HI M QfSAl rootwtaett ••- L ucfc on
hnets. I LOVE YAI

2 FEMALE ROOMATES NEED TO
SUBLET 2 BEDROOM APT IN UMVERSfTY VILLAGE — ALL LITaJTES
PAB EXCEPT ELEC V IVTERESTED. CALL SUSAN OR LORI AT

To my "JERK,"
Thanks for making Ifxa cast month the
greeted I hops It ast* forever! I lov*
youl
Your /

SAY "MERRY X-MAS"
WITH BALLOONS
THE BALLOONMAN, 352-6061

Lynda Meyer
Good Luck on Finale
end Merry X-Mes
Love.
Lime Pens

0000 LUCK

4
P

Jenny.
Good luck at Owera next esmsster
rm gong to mas you1!'
Lov*. Dann
(Your tavortte roomie)

HAPPY 21 si BIRTHOAY STACY MASONt Hope by the one you read IMS
you wi have recovered from a wtd
wsskend. Have s super day today'
LOVE ALWAYS. LEE ANN. USA AND
LAURA

-J

x,

THE tanks kjHM la Hall acts
who partonrad Sunday. You war*
great Let's do I span next year!

OaveKSnk.
I Lava rha K tog I

ANNOUNCES ITS 1984 OFFICERS
COMMODORE
PAM MOES
• VICE COMMODORE
MARIANNE TERRELL
- TEAM CAPTAIN
STEVE COMEN
- SECRETARY
MEG TIERNEY
DAWN LONGFELLOW - TREASURER
THERESA PANTANELLA- PUBLIC RELATIONS

Janet Petton. Have a Happy Birthday.
a Marry Cuatnss and good luok on
InaWt!

Mate roommate need lor one bedroom apt. on S Summit Low rant
Includes al uttitles except electricity
WI pay January rent Cal 3524410. ask lor John

most Utilities paid
no heat bills
free Cable T.V.
we shovel the snow

PERSON TO SUBLET ONE BEDBOOM APT. AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. FREE
NEAT. CALL 352-2113 Of) 352SS20.
Furnished Efflckrncy
cornpfete w/ color TV $ cable
Buckeye Budget Motor Inn
1740 E Woostar 81.
now leesrvj Spring term
$2S0.'mo
354-3182 or 352-1520

For a good place to live stop
out today

S 400 Napoleon Rd.
S 352-9135

Evening by
Appointment ,

Houses 1 apts dose to campus for
64-06 school year Cal cosect 1267-3341.

*
ACROSS
1 The sights on

4
H*

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
HOURS: MONDAY-FRIDAY 8:00-5:00
SATURDAY, 9:00-5:00

4

4.

"Wutharing
r+Ofghto"
veslrrnnts
Church area
God of Islam
Use the phone
Twain character
Protecting shell
Competently
Kind of rags
Not to be found
Ripened
Boutiques
Intrinsic
Notable acts
"Red Baron,"
for on*
28 Genghis Khan,
for example
31 Medicinal plants
32 Design
33 Moved quickly
37 Draft org.
SBPaat
40 Head or cap
42 Flnlal
43 Monetary unit
45 Jal
47 Root used In
perfume
49 Companion of
true
51 Mendelssohn
symphony

6
10
14
15
IB
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
25
26

52
54
56
57
58

Luxury fabric
Dominoes
Be excited
atros fruit
Ancient Asian
country
62 Lodgings
63 Ripped
64 Evening wear
65MacLalnerole
66 Modern Persia
67 Symbol of
strength
68 Average
69 Trapper's trophy
70 Default

DOWN
1 Place lor
22 Across
2 Kitchen staple
3 Automaker
4 Jazz predecaesor
5 "Who la
V
6 Saw
7 Party affiliation
8 Lacking adorn9 Cnrtetopher In
"Taming of the
Shrew"
10 Coverlets
11 Aviator
12 Fasteners

13 Purposes
21 Name meaning
"beloved"
22 Red or Yellow
24 Space agency
25 Dandy's companion
26 Show surprise
27 Otherwise
28 Betsy of
Philadelphia
30 Draped garment
32 Item for May Day
sport
34 Saucy
35 Grandiose
36 Bouillabaisse
39 Get better
41 Arrive, In a way
44 Footslool
46 Naval rank
48 Flowerlike
ornament
50 Skeletal pan
61 Compass reading
52 Aquatic area
53 Kitchen
emanation
55 Catkin
58 In shape
57 Learning
59 Sprawl
60 Word of woe
61 Hoelery fabric
63 Apex
64 Bend or buzz

AalwtllO "EVIOIIS PUZZlf

DAILY
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
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